
Do you know your ball weight?

MADE IN USA AND ADR APPROVED

UNIVERSAL TOW BALL
AND DROP DOWN HITCH

INCREASE TOWING SAFETY AND PERFORMANCE 
OF YOUR VEHICLE AND STAY SAFE ON THE ROAD

Ball Weight should be
10-15% of GTM
to prevent trailer sway!



DROP
DOWN
HITCH

Complete setup – hitch, 
ball and weigh scale. Adjust 
height depending upon 
trailer requirements. No 
need for commercial scales 
to check ball weight. Aircraft 
grade aluminium and 
stainless steel construction.

FEATURES:
 `Solid construction – not hollow
 `Lighter weight than steel
 ` Inserts into standard hitch receiver
 `Easy assembly
 `Adjustable height - up to 4” hitch 
drop down
 `Key locked pins
 `Rust proof – no corrosion

SPECIFICATIONS:
 `50mm Stainless Steel Ball
 `Shank and Assembly 6061 
T6 Aluminium
 `ADR approved
 `SAE J684 certified, VESC  
Regulations V-5 compliant



UNIVERSAL 
TOW BALL

Tow ball weigh scale 
measures ball weight. 
Simple replacement for 
standard Australian tow ball. 
Understand your towing 
weight to balance your load.
Automatic operation – no 
need to continually adjust

FEATURES:
 `Tow ball drops directly into existing 
22mm hole
 `ADR Approved - 50mm
 `Stainless Steel Ball and Aircraft Grade 
Aluminium Housing
 `Built-in weight scale for ball weight
 `DIY install and calibration

SPECIFICATIONS:

Too much ball weight

Too li�le ball weight =

 `ADR Approved
 `Weight capacity 3500kg
 `Shank diameter 22mm
 `Overall height 127mm

 `Scale dimensions:  
76.2mm long x 50.8mm 
wide x 57.15mm high
 `Rust & corrosion free
 `SAE J684 certified, VESC 
Regulations V-5 compliant



HOW BALL WEIGHT 
AFFECTS YOUR VEHICLE

The ball weight is the 
static force the trailer 
tongue exerts on the 

hitch/tow ball. Proper trailer 
ball weight improves the vehi-
cle and trailer towing experien-
ce by improving performance.

Not enough ball weight or for-
ce on the hitch/tow ball cau-
ses an increase in trailer sway 

from side to side, making it 
difficult to control. Conversely, 
too much ball weight or force 
on the hitch/tow ball could 
overload the rear tyres of the 
towing vehicle, pushing the 
rear end of the vehicle around. 
This could also negatively 
affect the vehicle handling. 
Performance is impaired as you 
might not be able to go around 

corners and curves properly, 
and your vehicle may not stop 
quickly enough when you press 
the brake pedal.

The Weigh Safe Towball effec-
tively measures the ball weight 
of your towing load, improving 
the vehicle tow load balance 
and performance.



How it Works:
 ` Hitch ball provides connection point to your trailer’s coupler.

 ` Pressure on the ball sends a reading to the built-in scale that 
measures ball weight (kgs). The system lets you know if your 
load needs to be adjusted before you tow.

 ` Guidelines for proper towing state ball weight should be no 
less than 10% of gross trailer mass (GTM) and no more than 
15% of GTM. For example, ball weight for a 3T trailer should  
be no less than 300 kg and no more than 450 kg.

 ` Gross Trailer Mass (GTM) is the maximum load that your trailer 
is designed to carry as specified by its manufacturer. It is the 
combined weight of your trailer and its payload but does not 
including the tow ball mass (the downward weight). The GTM 
is usually displayed on the trailer or in the owner’s manual.

(Note: Weigh Safe max ball weight is 450kg. Do not initiate tow if 
your reading is in the red zone).

TOWING PEACE OF MIND
AVAILABLE AT:


